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Time, like the tide, marches on. Portable phones, frozen Mars bars, Sunday shopping and for the soft
ware world, the advent of 'office' software. Heralded as a package of easy to use software applications, 
office software is bringing increasingly more advanced technology to the masses, software technology 
that was previously the domain of the specialist or researcher. The underlying maxim is ease of use, 
brought about by an intuitive inteiface that is common across all the applications, making its. uptake 
rapid and assured and almost without the need for intensive training. 

Software Technology 
The term 'office' has been referred, rather deferen

tially, to its low training threshold and hence ready uptake 
by all office personnel regardless of software literacy. 
Whilst software literacy is not a pre-requisite, 'office' more 
accurately refers to the type of applications that are com
monly used in an office automation environment - namely 
Word processing, spreadsheet, email and databases. These 
technologies are now very mature and anyone with a PC 
will be familiar with one or all of them, albeit to varying de
grees. There are however a host of other emerging 
technologies that hitherto have been the domain of special
ists and specialist software. Until now. 

Integration 
The office software industry is beginning to see 'ad

vanced' technologies trickling down into mass market 
products like Microsoft Office. Once their use has been 
simplified to the point where the low training threshold gen
erally accepted for such product offerings has been reached, 
then it is ready for mass market exposure. But ease of use is 
only part of the story - the new technology has to provide a 
benefit to, and integrate with, the existing ones. Integration 
is facilitated by easy exchange of data between office appli
cations, without the need to transfer data format and to 
observe file translation protocols that this implies. Integra
tion between software applications is effected by the use of 
common data formats that can be shared, so that database 
information in Access can be exported and analysed in an 
Excel spreadsheet and then dropped into a document gener
ated in Word. 

Business Cartography 
It is estimated that between 80 to 90% of all informa

tion has a geographic or spatial component. Whether the 
data is being analysed, processed or displayed for some 
kind of geographic application or not, most data has a geo
graphic component on account of it 'being somewhere'. 
Some of the early medical research into the outbreak of dis
eases such as cholera, were' solved by plotting occurrences 
of cholera on a map to identify a spatial relationship or cor
relation. Similar studies into the links between cases of 
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meningitis and proximity to electricity sub-stations, asthma 
and carbon monoxide, cancer and bracken all illustrate that 
data can not only have a geographic component, but also be 
part of the solution. Given this, the efficient display of geo
graphic data be it socio-economic, cultural, political or 
physical is an important and powerful business tool. Many 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) packages now 
form a large software industry providing analysis and pres
entation tools for geographic applications for anything 
from retail location studies to hydrological modelling. 

MapSheets - Making Geographic Presentations 
Easy 

What these traditional GIS software tools however 
tend to fall short of is cartographic presentation and display 
tools. Map production is central to the presentation of geo
graphic data and as with the production of paper maps, this 
involves precise geodetic positioning, cartometric accu
racy, design of map layout and marginalia detail and edge 
matching between adjacent map sheets. What OIS software 
is good at is the analysis of database information, 'what-if 
modelling of real world geographic problems, but from a 
cartographic point of view they are definitely not a 
draughtsman delight! 

A new software tool which addresses this shortfall is 
ERDAS MapSheets ™, by ERDAS Inc, GA, which re
volves around producing maps and report statistics. 
MapSheets is a mapping software tool for both raster, vec
tor and tabular geographic data and links to corporate 
attribute databases to allow both analysis and presentation 
without compromising cartographic quality. The Map
Sheets concept allows users to link to spreadsheets for 
attribute and business graphics handling (See Figure 1). 

Above all, MapSheets encourages the integration of 
spatial data regardless of format and more importantly, it 
does so in an' office' software environment. MapSheets is a 
Microsoft cOmpliant product using the same Microsoft 
toolbar and the standard Windows'95/NT interface and 
through OLE technology it facilitates the exchange of data 
from Excel. It is now easy to edit and change in your Word 
report or Excel table with OLE 2 using' drag and drop' tech
nology, such as embedding maps and reports into Word 
documents as illustrated in Figure 2 below. 

To add to the convenience of an office style applica
tion, a MapSheets button is automatically added to Word, 
and Excel toolbars when Mapsheets is used in conjunction 
with them. For specific customisation, Mapsheets also sup-
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Figure 1 - MapSheets concept 
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Figure 2- Using OLE2 to embed Image Maps in Microsoft Word 
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and Excel tool bars when Mapsheets is used in conjunction 
with them. For specific customisation, Mapsheets also sup
ports VBA to allow users to modify the interface to suit 
their own use. 

Image Availability 
If 80 to 90% of all information used by businesses 

has a geographic or spatial component, then the advent of 
high resolution satellite data will further fuel the use of geo
graphic data for solving a range of environmental, 
economic and security issues. Not only is high resolution 
satellite data available for large scale geographic applica
tions, but also 'georeferenced' digital aerial photography 
which has the advantage of being able to achieve higher 
ground resolutions than 1 metre depending on the scanning 
resolution. 

Figure 3 - High Resolution Satellite Imagery -
Central Bangkok 

High resolution imagery, satellite or digital photog
raphy, is replacing its traditional 'backdrop' role because it 
contains geographical information which can be used more 
intelligently. A new imaging industry is burgeoning for 
both data suppliers and software, such as MapSheets, that 
can exploit the added geographical dimension. Forecasters 
predict that imagery could become as ubiquitous as road 
maps and several companies are vying for their share of this 
lucrative market. The largest investment has been made by 
Space Imaging Corporation which has financial backing 
from Lockheed Martin and E-Systems, who, with over 
$500 million, intend to launch a 1 metre resolution system 
in 1997. First on the scene however is Earth Watch which is 
intending to supply 3m panchromatic data before the end of 
1996, and others include Orbital lmaging and Resource21, 
the latter being a Boeing backed consortium, planning a I 0 
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metre system aimed at precision farming applications. 

The all-enabling feature of this new imagery, is the 
geographic one. As Bill Folchi, Vice President of Space !m
aging explains, "the confluence of digital raster imagery 
with GPS gives you the ability to register a detailed picture 
of the world to geodetic position". Given the amount of in
formation that a I metre resolution image contains he adds 
"why vectorise when you have such rich data with greater 
accuracy than traditional vector land databases". The larg
est investment has been made by Space Imaging 
Corporation which has financial backing from Lockheed 
Martin and E-Systems, who with over $500 million will 
launch their i metre resolution IKONOS satellite in march 
1998. Unfortunately, the race to get the first high resolution 
staellite launched has had its first casualty- Earth Watch's 
Early Bird 3 metre satellite, which launched successfully on 
December 24th 1997, went out of ground contact after 4 
days. Ground tracking stations, including NASA's, have 
been unable to trace any downlink signals from the ailing 
craft. Other ventures include Ord Image and RES URS-21, a 
Boing backed consortium. 

Digital Cartographic Tools 
Digital cartography and MapSheets focuses on map 

presentation, which in turn relies on suitably geographi
cally processed data. The complete digital mapping tool 
therefore includes all the necessary geometric correction 
and orthorectification functions to preserve geodetic fidel
ity in the final map product. Support for world wide 
spheroids and datums ensures that it can be universally used 
across international map production agencies to support lo
cal mapping programs. 

' Mosaoc oo Rl : (mosaoc-d.mos) 
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Figure 4 - Image Mosaicing 

Digital imagery can be georeferenced using co
ordinate values from existing paper maps or surveyed 
points so that the image assumes the same geodetic preci
sion as the survey or map. In high relief areas, where the 
effects of perspective geometry can distort the planimetric 
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accuracy of the of imagery quite severely, elevation data in 
the form of Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) can be used to 
correct this distortion to create an orthorectified image. The 
orthoimage caters for effects due to variations in relief, in 
the same way that all field survey observations are' reduced 
to the spheroid' - the mathematical surface on which all 
maps are based. In this way geometric accuracy is achieved. 

Digital Image Map Databases 
One of the advantages of digital imagery is that it can 

be readily manipulated from scale to scale, projection to 
projection and centred on any desired location. Once geo
referenced to a common co-ordinate reference frame, 
adjacent images can be mosaiced together to form a con
tinuous map base. This process uses digital feathering 
techniques to achieve the best possible edge match along ei
ther a specified grid line or a even a user defined cut-line in 
the overlap area. 

A digital map base has the advantage of being' scale
less' so that a variety of derived map scales can be supported 
from the same database, a concept called Multiple Product 
Opportunity (MPO). In current digital cartographic data
bases the number of MPO products that can be supported 
are dictated by the level of feature detail in the vector data
base. In the same way, MPO databases based on digital 
imagery are dictated by the Ground Sample Distance 
(GSD) of each pixel in the image mosaic. The smaller the 
pixel size, the greater the number of products that can be 
supported in MPO. 

A single vector cartographic MPO database can only 
support a limited number of products because in order to 
produce smaller scale products, it has to generalise detail, 
hence the tendency is to extract feature detail at the largest 
scale required. Where digital image databases score over 
their vector counterparts is that' generalisation' of pixels re
quires much less complex processing, it is merely a case of 
sub-sampling from the original I: I resolution. This is in
variably done 'on the fly' with intelligent image map 
software and strengthens the case for seamless raster based 
databases to support map production, rather than the pre
dominance of vector. 

Enhanced Map Production 
Combine this with the volumes of high resolution 

image data shortly to hit the streets, then image based map
ping for production is something that cannot be ignored. On 
top of this, MapSheets and other ERDAS products like 
IMAGINE, have much simpler map composition tools than 
vector solutions. 

Both exploit the inherent geographic intelligence of 
imagery, making the generation of scale bars and grid over
lays automatic. These software tools also utilise map 
templates to increase the throughput of map production and 
the Map Sheet Processing tool will additionally compute 
sheet lines, individual map sheet titles and grid and/or geo
graphic co-ordinate values for each sheet. 
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Figure 5 - Extracting Map Sheets from a Mo
saic 

The Map of the Future is an Intelligent Image 
Imagery is the modem source of geographic detail 

for mapping. This is not to say vector data will be eclipsed 
by raster, as the two complement each other, but with 
changes in the characteristics of imagery today, it is now 
much more suited to map production than it ever was previ
ously. Pixel resolution allows larger scale mapping and 
feature extraction to be supported, inherent geographical 
meta data greatly simplifies cartographic production whilst 
preserving geometric accuracy. Considering the currency 
of imagery compared to existing maps and charts, imagery 
can also be used for map update as well as re-compilation. 
However imagery is used, its use in map production is in its 
ascendancy lending weight to the claim that the map of the 
future will be an intelligent image. 

THE IMCOS-HELEN W ALLIS AWARD FOR 1997 

The International Map Collectors' Society is pleased 
to announce that the winner of the 1997 lMCoS-Helen Wal
lis Award is Norman Thrower, Emeritus Professor of 
Geography at the University of California, Los Angeles. 

Norman has been a preacher of the cartographic gos
pel world-wide for many years, as a scholar, teacher, writer 
and sought-after speaker. He is the author or editor of 10 
books and more than 250 articles, reflecting the diverse na
ture of his knowledge in cartography and related fields. 

His book Maps and Civilization : Cartography in 
culture and society, originally published in 1972 as Maps 
and Man: An examination of cartography in relation to cul
ture and civilization was revised and re-published in 1996 
and represents his latest contribution in chronicling the his
tory of the map as an expression of man's scientific and 
cultural evolution. 

From a press release 
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